
Towards�Pedestrian-
Friendly�
Neighbourhoods

ISBN�978-93-83419-79-1
Pages:��188
Price:�INR�2795/-
HB�[in�August�2019]

Meenakshi Singhal

Summary
The book is an attempt towards 
further ing  and re inforc ing  the  
pedestrian spirits at neighbourhood 
level. The widely acknowledged 
principles related to 'pedestrian‐friendly 
neighbourhoods' are investigated. 

Summary
The book aims to re‐interpret the existing 
urban fabric through: understanding from 
past, inspiration from present and vision for 
future, with a focus to modify existing 
guidelines for development plan of core 
cities.

Historic�Sikh�
Shrines�in�India�
and�Pakistan
Documentation�and�
Conservation

ISBN�978-93-83419-87-6
Pages:�250�(approx.)
Price:�INR�3995/-�
HB�[in�October�2019]

Summary
The book presents a diagnostic study of existing 
conditions of famous historic Sikh shrines in 
terms of incongruous interventions, additions, 
alterations, partial demolitions, and so on. 
Original and rare photographs of frescos are 
the USP of the book.  

COPAL PUBLISHING GROUP

                            www.copalpublishing.com; Phone# +91‐9811538614

E‐143, Lajpat Nagar, Sahibabad, Ghaziabad, UP

Promoting�walk�culture
in�the�Indian�cities

ISBN�978-93-83419-84-5
Pages:��130�(approx.)
Price:�INR�1995/-
HB�[in�September�2019]�

Vishakha Kawathikar

Summary
The book looks at the heritage quantum 
that is legally protected. It understand 
how legal protection is provided across 
the globe. It reviews the AMASR Act of 
1958 to what it is articulated to protect. 
Lists and understands the variations in 
the corresponding state acts for 
protection. 

The�Protection�of�
Built�Heritage�in�India

Legal�Frameworks�for

Summary
The book looks into the architectural 
concept and details of the House of India, 
Paris. This is followed by the past history 
of Indo‐French cooperation, the process 
of the affiliation of the House of India, 
Paris, and its foundation. The author 
discusses the governance, the funding 
mechanism, community relations, the life 
of the residents and cultural activities. 

House�of�India

ISBN�978-93-83419-86-9
Pages:��225�(approx.)
Price:�INR�2995/-
HB�[in�October�2019]

The�unknown�story�of�
Indo�French�co-operation
Bikas C. Sanyal and Priti Sanyal

Lipsky+Rollet Architects

Reinterpreting�Urban�
Fabric�in�Cities�with�
Living�Heritage�
The�Case�of�Kolkata
Gaurab Das Mahapatra

Dr Balvinder Singh

Porous�Frontiers
Design�for�Development
Parag Anand, Aditi Singh

and Soumitri Vardarajan

ISBN�978-93-83419-77-7
Pages:�120�(approx.)
Price:�INR�2995/-
HB�[in�September�2019]

Summary
The Deer Park Project emerged as a 
unique case study in a "design for 
development project".Students in 

Australia were asked to imagine what 
the Australian response to design for the 
'remote' would have been. Thus the 
context of the project was to be India, 
but the solutions would have to have an 
Australian flavor.    

ISBN�978-93-83419-88-3
Pages:�200�(approx.)
Price:�To�be�announced
HB�[in�November�2019]

Sampada Peshwe

Summary
The book aims to develop a systematic and 
holistic understanding, and subsequent 
employment, of creative thinking 
techniques that can lead to the 
enhancement of creativity in design 
ideation and design concept generation in 
the architectural design studio. 

ISBN�978-93-83419-89-0
Pages:��250�(approx.)
Price:�To�be�announced
HB�[in�February�2020]

ISBN�978-93-83419-85-2
Pages:��225�(approx.)
Price:�INR�2795
HB�[in�August�2019]

Masterplanning�
Indian�Cities
Cases�of�Chandigarh�and
Gandhinagar

Summary
The book evaluates by comparing the 
planned cities of Chandigarh and 
Gandhinagar, highlighting issues of 
urban design approaches. The findings 
contribute towards the application of 
urban design approaches in an Indian 
context. 

Vikram Bhat

DESIGN, ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING

Breaking�the�Box
Triggering�the�Creativity�in�the�
Architectural�Design�Studio



Globalisation�and
Peri-Urban�
Transformation

ISBN�978-93-83419-45-6
Pages:�280
Price:�INR�2795/-
HB�2017

Summary
Through comparat ive analys is  of  
Bangalore, Kolkata and Gurgaon, this book 
explores how variations in urban planning 
and governance cultures had shaped‐up 
developmental pathways of these cities.

ISBN�978-93-83419-38-8
Pages:�150�
Price:�INR�1995/-
HB�2017

Delhi:�An�Emerging
Megacity�Region
P S Uttarwar

Summary
Delhi is a fast growing megalopolis, which 
also contributes to the growth of the 
National Capital Region (NCR). The urban 
planning approach has gone through quite 
some change in India. The book is a 
testimony to the changes that have taken 
place in the last two decades in our 
approach in making a Master Plan.

Memory�of�a�Stream:�
Gandhabati
Sacred�cultural�landscape�of�
Ekamra�Kshetra�(Bhubaneswar)�

ISBN�978-93-83419-40-1
Pages:�133
Price:�INR�2995/-
HB�2016

Piyush Das

Summary
This book is an attempt to map and 
document various tangible and 
intangible heritage resources associated 
to Gandhabati. In the process the sacred 
cultural landscape of Ekamra Kshetra is 
understood.

Repositioning�
Waterfront�
Settlements

ISBN�978-93-83419-48-7
Pages:�122
Price:�INR�2995/-
HB�2017

Neerja Tiku

Summary
The book attempts to re‐imagine the 
waterfront settlements in India and abroad 
and aims to restore these in order to make 
these relevant in present times. 

Introducing�Wildlife
in�Urban�Ecosystems

Summary
As urbanization sprawls into natural areas, 
the traditional space for wildlife is 
diminishing. At the same time, in very 
unique ways the urban is accommodating 
certain species of plant and animals. The 
book explores the possibility of integrating 
the urban with natural setup in the near 
future.

Amartya Deb

ISBN�978-93-83419-54-7
Pages:�136
Price:�INR�2495/-
HB�2017

Suneja Pappal 

Exploration�of�
Architectural�
Journalism�in�India

ISBN�978-93-83419-58-6
Pages:�190
Price:�INR�2495/-
HB�2018

Summary
This book is an attempt to explore the 
basics of Architectural Journalism. It 
basically revolves around the ideas of 
arousing public interest and reception 
towards the novelties of building design 
while subtly nodding towards the 
emerg ing  rea lm of  Arch i tectura l  
Journalism.

ISBN�978-93-83419-52-4
Pages:�208
Price:�INR�2495/-
HB�2017

Summary
This handbook supplements the BIS 
framework enshrined in IS 15883: Part 
2(2009), Construction Time Management 
Guidelines. In addition, latest trends in the 
construction sector in terms of tool, 
techniques, and software have also been 
elaborated.

A�Handbook�for�
Construction�Project�
Planning�&�Scheduling�
V K Paul and Chaitali Basu

Landscape�Architecture
History,�Ecology�and�Patterns

ISBN�978-93-83419-43-2
Pages:�250
Price:�INR�2995/-
HB�2017

Summary
The book offers a plethora of best 
practices, perspectives and understanding 
towards comprehensive reading of the 
field of landscape architecture. In dealing 
with such pluralism, the book serves as a 
critical reader for today's student and 
professional alike in assuming a more 
relevant and active role.

Minakshi Jain and I P Singh

B I Singal

Public�Transport�
Planning
A�Viable�Integrated�
Multimodal�Citywide�
Network

Summary
The book provides a comprehensive 
information on various aspects of planning 
a city‐wide public transport network and 
selecting the mode to students, planners 
and city officials. 

Summary
The exclusiveness of the book lies 
in the rarely seen architectural 
drawings of Taj Mahal and 
photographs of Taj Mahal from 
rare vantage points by the author 
himself; documentation of the 
hidden parts of the monument 
and the author's distinctive 
analysis.

Shireesh Deshpande

ISBN�978-93-83419-60-9
Pages:�125
Price:�INR�3295/-
HB�2018

The�Ultimate�
Taj�Mahal

Celebrating�
Architecture�with�Jugal�
Kishore�Chowdhury

ISBN�978-93-83419-66-1
Pages:�150
Price:�INR�2995/-
HB�2019

Manjari Gupta, Uday Bhanu 
Pattanaik and Piyush Das

Summary
Padmashree Jugal Kishore Chowdhury was 
among the first generation of architects in 
post‐independent India. He was one of the 
pathfinders who opened up the concepts 
of modern architecture to aspiring Indian 
architects. An attempt has been made to 
rediscover and appreciate the amazing 
architectural masterpieces created by him. 

ISBN�978-93-83419-64-7
Pages:�138
Price:�INR�2995/-
HB�2018

Re-Imagining�Bengal
Architecture,�Built�Environment�
and�Cultural�Heritage

Summary
Architecture, built environment and 
cultural heritage, four Bengal studies 
scholars challenge the myths and 
misconceptions about Bengal's past and 
offer a fresh perspective of the contested 
facts analyzing its architecture, built 
environment and cultural heritage.

Iftekhar Ahmed and 
Mohammad Habib Reza

Theory�of�Settlements
History�and�Evolution�of�
Selected�Cities

ISBN�978-93-83419-56-2
Pages:�136
Price:�INR�3295/-
HB�2018

Summary
Having studied settlements and keenly 
observed their growth stories, it became 
increasingly clear to record each with their 
uniqueness and distinct features. 
The book attempts to answer whether it is 
possible to retain the uniqueness of each 
settlement while one plans for its future?

Neerja Tiku

Bashirul�Haq�Architect

ISBN�978-93-83419-71-5
Pages:�193
Price:�INR�3495/-
HB�2018

Iftekhar Ahmed and
Sheikh Rubaiya Sultana

Summary
Bashirul Haq is a Bangladeshi architect, 
critic and educator. He is undoubtedly 
one of the most critically acclaimed 
contemporary architects of South Asia. 
Haq is known for his ideological 
environment‐responsive architectural 
style which has a deep‐rooted 
connection with the local context 
expressed through a rich blend of 

Lucknow
Culture,�Place,�Branding�
and�Activism

ISBN�978-93-83419-68-5
Pages:�204
Price:�INR�3495/-
HB�2019

Dr. Binti Singh

Summary
H av i n g  A u t h o r  h a s  p rov i d e d  a n  
indispensable guide to a form of urbanism 
which cannot simply be written upon a 
blank slate, but must deal with the deeply 
embedded histories of quotidian sociality 
as well as powerful contemporary 
processes of change. This is a timely book 
and present‐day Lucknow richly deserves 
such detailed attention.

Model�Village�
Perspectives�for�
Rural�Development

Summary
With the help of extensive quantitative and 
qualitative data collected from varied tiers 
of governance, i.e. state, district, tahsil, 
block and village, the book highlights the 
problems existing in the rural settlements 
and analyses the potentials to make it an 
ideal settlement having provision of urban 
amenities.

Dr. Vinita Yadav
Meet Fatewar

ISBN�978-93-83419-74-6
Pages:�140
Price:�INR�2795/-
HB�2019

ISBN�978-93-83419-62-3
Pages:�350
Price:�INR�2795/-
HB�2018

Tathagata Chatterji
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Peri-Urban�
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ISBN�978-93-83419-45-6
Pages:�280
Price:�INR�2795/-
HB�2017
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Price:�INR�1995/-
HB�2017
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approach in making a Master Plan.
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HB�2016
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document various tangible and 
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The book offers a plethora of best 
practices, perspectives and understanding 
towards comprehensive reading of the 
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relevant and active role.
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S. No. ISBN Book Title Year Price (INR)

1 978-93-83419-36-4 Beyond the Great Valleys: Ladakh 2017 2995/-

2 978-81-92473-32-6 High Density Housing for Mixed 
Income Group

2016 2995/-

3 978-93-83419-34-0 Habib Rahman: The Architect of 
Independent India

2016 2995/-

4 978-81-92473-38-3 A System's Evaluation of Global 
History of Indian Architecture

2016 2795/-

5 978-93-83419-28-9 Reforming Urban Transport in 
India

2016 2795/-

6 978-93-83419-21-0 Humane Approach to Urban 
Planning

2016 2795/-

7 978-93-83419-26-5 Smart Urban and Rural Planning 
Techniques

2016 2795/-

8 978-93-83419-01-2 Local Area Planning in India 2015 2995/-

9 978-93-83419-16-6 Built, Unbuilt and Imagined 
Sydney

2015 2295/-

10 978-81-92473-35-2 Geographic Information System 
for Smart Cities

2015 2795/-

11 978-93-83419-14-2 The City Observed: Notes from an 
unfolding India

2015 2295/-

12 978-93-83419-23-4 Fixing Flawed Urban Planning: 
The Case of Delhi

2015 1995/-

13 978-93-83419-19-7 The Tirtha at Mukteswar: 
Understanding its architecture

2015 3995/-

14 978-81-92473-39-0 Designing Better Architecture 
Education

2014 2495/-

15 978-93-83419-07-4 The Ekistics of Animal and 
Human Conflict

2014 2795/-

16 978-81-92473-38-3 Metropolitan Governance: Cases 
of Ahmedabad and Hyderabad

2014 2495/-

17 978-93-83419-05-0 India's Urban Confusion: 
Challenges and Strategies

2014 2495/-

18 978-81-92473-37-6 Water Conservation Techniques in 
Traditional Human Settlements

2013 2795/-
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